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Abstract

HSV‐2 antiviral resistance mainly occurs in immunocompromised patients and

especially in HIV‐positive individuals receiving long‐term antiviral treatment. Those

situations can be challenging as few alternatives are available for HSV infection

management. To describe clinical and virological significance of two novel potential

HSV‐2 resistance mutations after treating an obese patient with a pseudotumoral

genital HSV‐related lesion. Consecutive different antiviral treatments were used:

valacyclovir (VACV) then foscarnet (FOS) then topical cidofovir (CDV) and finally

imiquimod. Under VACV, genotypic resistance testing revealed a novel mutation

within viral thymidine kinase (TK, gene UL23) not previously reported but probably

accounting for antiviral resistance: W89G, similar to W88R mutation reported in

HSV‐1 TK, known to be associated with ACV resistance for HSV‐1. Under FOS,

while initial mutations were still present, a second genotypic resistance testing

performed on persisting lesions showed a novel mutation within viral DNA

polymerase (DNA pol, gene UL30): C625R. All three antivirals used in this case

are small molecules and pharmacokinetics of VACV, FOS, and CDV have not been

evaluated in animals and there are very few studies in human. As small molecules are

poorly bound to proteins and distribution volume is increased in obese patients,

there is risk of underdosage. This mechanism is suspected to be involved in

emergence of resistance mutation and further data is needed to adapt, closely to

patient profile, antiviral dosage. This report describes a chronic HSV‐2 genital lesion,

with resistance to current antivirals and novel mutations within viral TK and DNA pol

which may confer antiviral resistance.
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A 49‐year‐old man presented with penis chronic lesion with central

ulceration. He had a previous history of AIDS associated with

pulmonary cryptococcoma (CD4 nadir in 2012: 0/mm3), Ofuzi's

eosinophilic folliculitis, obesity (BMI 45 kg/m2), and recurrent herpes

simplex virus 2 (HSV‐2) genital recurrences treated by oral

valacyclovir (VACV) since 2012. In 2021, he developed a 2 × 1 cm

nodular ulcerative hypertrophic lesion on prepuce's inner surface.

Medical history is displayed in Figure 1. He was treated with VACV

500mg twice a day (BID) during 1 month and antiretroviral therapy

(CD4 T‐count 430/mm3). Lesion worsened under treatment and

VACV dose was doubled to reach 2mg/kg per day. HSV polymerase

chain reaction (PCR) on skin swab and immunolabeling performed on

skin biopsy showed Malpighian cells positive for HSV‐2 without

dysplasia (Figure 2). Genotypic resistance testing was performed1

revealing a mutation within viral thymidine kinase (TK, gene UL23)

unpreviously reported but probably accounting for antiviral resist-

ance: W89G. In the same sample we also identified the R628C

mutation in viral DNA polymerase (DNA pol, gene UL30), however its

role is uncertain as it has been described as a natural polymorphism

or as potential associated resistance.2,3 W89G mutation within TK

was never previously reported for HSV‐2 but a similar mutation

(W88R) has been associated with acyclovir (ACV) resistance in HSV‐1

TK with phenotypic testing. In comparison, position 88 for HSV‐1 TK

is the homologous position 89 for HSV‐2 TK. Moreover, this position

is located within a highly conserved catalytic site of the TK

(Figure 3).4 Therefore, clinical resistance to VACV is suspected to

be induced by W89G TK mutation rather than R628C DNA pol

mutation. A second‐line treatment by intravenous foscarnet (FOS)

was initiated at weight‐adjusted dosing due to obesity according to

pharmacists' guidelines. The initial dose at 80mg/kg was rapidly

increased to 120mg/kg per day regarding good tolerance and

insufficient initial clinical response (i.e., persistent ulcerative lesion,

see Figure 1). FOS was given for 1 month after a good but partial

clinical response. After this delay, lesion tended to evolve into a

3 × 4 cm chronic nodular scar with central ulceration (Figure 1). While

initial mutations (W89G in TK and R628C in DNA pol) were still

present, a second genotypic resistance testing performed on

persisting lesion while under FOS‐treatment showed the appearance

of a novel mutation within DNA pol: C625R. ACV resistance was

presumably linked to the W89G TK mutation, but we hypothesized

F IGURE 1 Lesion evolution throughout each treatment from initial presentation in January 2021. b.i.d., twice a day; q.d., every day;
t.i.d., three times a day; 5× a week, 5 times a week.
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that clinical resistance to FOS could be linked to the emergence of

the C625R DNA Pol mutation. Unfortunately, no phenotypic assay

could be performed. The association of the mutation localization,

clinical nonresponse to antiviral treatment, and the appearance under

selective pressure of FOS treatment gave the very high probability

tat this mutation (i.e., C625R DNA Pol) is associated with FOS

resistance (also possibly associated with ACV resistance).

A third line of treatment using 5 days a week of topical cidofovir

(CDV) 1% application (one application per day) was initiated with a

good clinical response. After 2 months, chronic lesions were still

present even though PCR on skin swab and immunolabeled viral

research on biopsy were negative for HSV‐2. Without complete

clinical improvement and the hypothesis of an aberrant skin reaction

(described as “pseudotumoral”), topical CDV 1% was discontinued

and switched to imiquimod 5% cream locally applied three times

weekly. The evolution was good until new erosion areas appeared

leading to the discontinuation of imiquimod with continuation of local

cares only. After 1 month of treatment by imiquimod, a new clinical

relapse appeared. HSV‐2 PCR was again positive and genotypic

resistance testing did not show mutations associated with antiviral

resistance in absence of antiviral selection pressure (i.e., wild‐type

virus replication). Both mutations probably exist in minor variants and

F IGURE 2 Genital skin biopsy. (A) Saffron Eosin Hemathein stain, magnification ×100. The squamous mucosa of the glans is ulcerated, with
lymphocytic and plasmocytic cellular infiltration. Normal epithelium is replaced by granulation tissue. Some squamous cells remain, without
visible cytopathic effect. There are no architectural disorganization nor malignant epithelial cells. (B) Anti‐HSV‐2 immunohistochemistry,
magnification ×100. On the same ulcerated area, immunolabelling shows some HSV‐positive squamous cells. HSV, herpes simplex virus.

F IGURE 3 Mutations identified in both thymidine kinase (UL23 gene, panels A and B) and DNA polymerase (UL30 gene, panel C). (Panel A)
Comparison between HSV‐1 (HHV‐1) and HSV‐2 (HHV‐2) coding sequence within thymidine‐kinase active site. W88R mutation was previously
associated with acyclovir resistance. Panel B (TK) and panel C (DNA Pol). Within DNA Pol, conserved regions among Herpesviridae genes are
shown by the black boxes. Roman numbers (I to VII and Delta‐C region) corresponding to each of these regions are indicated above the boxes.
Each sequence with critical mutation is given and red letters mean substitutions.
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have probably been archived in sacral sensory ganglia (site of viral

latency). Thereby, they may re‐emerge if the antiviral pressure is

applied again.

HSV‐2 antiviral resistance mainly occurs in immunocompromised

patients and especially in HIV‐positive individuals (up to 7% of HIV‐

associated HSV‐2 genital lesions) receiving long‐term antiviral

treatment. Those situations can be challenging as few alternatives

are available for HSV infection management.5,6 Standard therapy for

the management of HSV infections includes ACV or its prodrug

VACV. ACV is a guanosine analogue primophosphorylated by viral TK

and then by cellular kinases into triphosphate form. When incorpo-

rated into viral DNA by DNA pol, it acts as a chain terminator and

blocks viral DNA polymerization. Multiple resistance mutations

accounting for HSV resistance to ACV has been reported to date.7

However, the extensive database of natural polymorphisms and

resistance mutations is not known to date. Mutation W89G has not

been previously described, but a mutation at the residue 88 in HSV‐1

TK (homologous position in HSV‐2 TK) is known to confer ACV

resistance in HSV‐1.8 In this case, W89G in HSV‐2 TK is located in

the highly conserved catalytic site of the viral enzyme4 and could

explain treatment failure. VACV underdosing during iterative antiviral

treatments as well as immunosuppression due to HIV infection may

have contributed to the emergence of antiviral resistance mutations.

Second‐line treatment for ACV‐resistant genital herpetic lesions

includes TK‐phosphorylation‐independent drugs such as FOS and

CDV that remain active against ACV‐resistant HSV due to TK

alteration.9 Indeed, FOS is a competitive pyrophosphate inhibitor

directly blocking viral DNA pol. CDV is a phosphonyl nucleotide

analogue (no further need of phosphorylation by viral TK to be active)

that also hinders viral replication via the viral DNA pol.10 Mutations

within DNA pol may lead to cross‐resistance to ACV and FOS, as

previously described.11 Mutation C625R within DNA pol is suspected to

explain clinical resistance to FOS in this case. Phenotypic testing could

not be performed, so we cannot demonstrate that mutation C625R is

linked to a FOS phenotypic resistance profile. However, the association

of (1) the location of mutations (Figure 3) in the highly conserved regions

of TK (W89G) and DNA pol (C625R), (2) the appearance of mutations

under ACV/FOS treatment, and (3) clinical failure of antiviral treatment

could likely explain the selection of these mutations and the clinical

resistance profile. We summarized the reported mutations and novel

mutations associated with drugs in Table 1. We could not conclude to

CDV‐related cross‐resistance, as for the first time since disease onset,

we did not find any viral replication.

ACV, FOS, and CDV pharmacokinetic properties have not

extensively been evaluated in animals' studies and there are very

few studies in human. As small molecules and poorly bound to

proteins, distribution volume increase in obese patients leading to

potential underdosing.12 This mechanism is suspected to be involved

in the emergence of antiviral resistance mutations and further data is

needed to adapt, closely to patient profile, antiviral dosage.

Hypertrophic genital herpes is a rare HSV‐2 clinical presentation,

almost exclusively described among immunocompromised patient,

and especially within HIV individuals. Local immunotherapy by

imiquimod 5%, after exclusion of malignancy, has been proposed

for chronic hypertrophic herpes lesions and for pseudotumoral

ACV and FOS resistant herpetic lesions.12–15 Imiquimod is a

Toll‐like receptor‐7 agonist, with indirect antiviral activity, that

enhances local inflammatory reaction through Th1 profile cytokine

including interferon‐α, IL‐12, and tumor necrosis factor‐α.16

Only two randomized trials studied imiquimod 5% local treatment

in recurrent herpetic lesions17,18 with contradictory results on

efficacy and tolerance. In a double‐blind Phase 2 randomized trial,

Schacker et al.18 observed some pharmacological response with

imiquimod but it did not reduce genital herpes reactivations.

Further data from clinical trials are needed to establish imiquimod

treatment sequence, dose, duration, and combination with other

treatment.

2 | CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this report describes a chronic HSV‐2 genital lesion,

with resistance to current antivirals and novel mutations within viral

TK and DNA pol which may confer antiviral resistance.
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TABLE 1 Description of the reported mutations and novel mutations associated with drugs

Previously reported mutation Novel reported mutation Coding Gene Drug resistance

W88R in HSV‐1 W89G in HSV‐2 viral thymidine kinase gene UL23 ACV/VACV

R628C in HSV‐2 viral DNA polymerase gene UL30 possible ACV/VACV

C625R in HSV‐2 viral DNA polymerase gene UL30 FOS

Abbreviations: ACV, Acyclovir; FOS: Foscarnet; VACV, Valacyclovir.
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